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Sound (Lectures)

• Sound as a Longitudinal Wave
• Audibility Frequency

• The Human Ear
• Ultrasound & Applications

• Characteristics of Sound
• Loudness & Amplitude
• Pitch & Frequency

•Echo (Reflection of Sound)

•Speed of Sound
(Calculations)



Learning Outcome

describe the production of sound by vibrating sources
describe the longitudinal nature of sound waves in
terms of the processes of compression and rarefaction
and deduce that:
(i) a medium is required in order to transmit these
waves
(ii) the speed of sound differs in air, liquids and solids
state the approximate range of audible frequencies
define ultrasound and describe one use of ultrasound,
e.g. cleaning, quality control and pre-natal scanning

Candidates should be able to:



Learning Outcome

describe how the reflection of sound may produce an
echo

describe a direct method for the determination of the
speed of sound in air and make the necessary
calculation

PART 2PART 2

explain how the loudness and pitch of sound waves
relate to amplitude and frequency

Candidates should be able to:



A Little Mind-map

WAVESWAVES

Transverse Waves Longitudinal Waves

Electromagnetic Waves

SOUND WAVES



Sound ~ Longitudinal Wave

SoundSound is a form of energy that is passed
from one point to another as a wave.
SoundSound is produced by vibrating sources
placed in a medium, usually air but it can
be any gas, liquid or solid.



Compression and Rarefaction



Compressions & Rarefactions



Compressions & Rarefactions

λ λ
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(High Pressure)
Rarefaction
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• Compression

• Region of high pressure or where air is dense
• Rarefaction

• Region of low pressure or where air is less dense



The Transmission of Sound

The transmission of sound requires any mediummedium
that has particles that can vibratevibrate.
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Approximate speed of sound / msApproximate speed of sound / ms-1-1MediumMedium

Sound Waves cannot travel in vacuo.



The Bell-jar Experiment

Suspend an electric bell in a
glass bell jar.

Air is removed using a
vacuum pump.

The sound becomes fainter
and fainter as the air is
pumped out.

This shows that sound
waves need a medium for
transmission.To Vacuum Pump

To power
supplySeal bung

Electric
bell

Bell
jar





Effects of Physical Conditions on the Speed of
Sound in AIR

Change in pressure does not affect theChange in pressure does not affect the
speed of soundspeed of sound

PressurePressure

Sound travel faster when humiditySound travel faster when humidity
rises.rises.

HumidityHumidity

Speed is proportional to Speed is proportional to √√TTTemperature, Temperature, TT
Effect on the speed of sound in airEffect on the speed of sound in airChanges inChanges in



Check Point 1Check Point 1

1. What is the nature of sound and how is sound produced?
2. What are Compressions and rarefactions in sound wave?
3. Can sound travel through a balloon filled with hydrogen?
4. Can sound travel directly from one spaceship to another

one nearby?
5. How does temperature, humidity and pressure affects the

speed of sound in air?
6. Can you describe an experiment that shows sound

cannot travel in vacuum?  What is the name of the
experiment?



The Human Ear

Stage 1
– Ear lobe (pinna) receives

incoming sound waves and
directs them along the canal
(about 3cm) towards the ear
drum (or tympanic membrane)

Stage 2
– The compressions and

rarefactions of the longitudinal
sound waves cause the ear drum
to vibrate.



The Human Ear

Stage 3
– The vibrations of the ear drum

are picked up by the three bones
in the middle ear which act as a
lever system for force and
pressure amplification of about
25 times at the oval windows.

Stage 4
– Vibrations at the oval window set

up pressure waves in the fluid of
the inner ear housing the cochlea
tube.



The Human Ear

Stage 5
– Inside the cochlea tube, the

pressure waves are picked up by
sensory cells which produce
neural impulses that are carried
by auditory nerves to the brain as
sounds heard.



Audibility Frequency
“Audible ~ Can be heard”

Range of Audibility
– Human ~ 20 Hz to 20000 Hz

– The ability of the ear drum responding to
sound decreasesdecreases as age increasesincreases

Animals, such as dogs and bats, have a
much higher upper audible limit than
human beings (Above 20000 Hz)

Ultrasound ~ Sound above the upper
hearing limit (> 20000 Hz)



Ultrasound

Sonar (Industrial)
– Technique of using ultrasound to locate

underwater objects is based on the principle of
echo-sounding.

– Used to determine the depth of the seabed, to
locate sunken ships or shoals of fish

Sonogram/Sonography (Medical)
– Sending ultrasound waves into a patient’s body

and detecting the reflected ultrasounds

– Used to check the development of foetuses in
pregnant women or to detect abnormal growth
like liver cancer in a patient’s body.



Ultrasound Cleaning

The transmission of high energy
ultrasound may result in the creation
of cavitation bubbles, at the sites of
rarefactions.  These cavitation
bubbles may displace contamination
from surfaces and this effect also
allows fresh chemicals to come into
contact with the contaminant
remaining on the surface to be
removed.
Effective in the cleaning of irregular
surfaces or internal cavities and
passageways.



Checkpoint 2

1. How does the human ear work?

2. What is the audibility range of
human being?

3. What are the applications of
Ultrasound?



Echoes

An echoecho is a reflectionreflection of sound.



Reverberation

A ReverberationReverberation is the persistence of a sound, as in
an echoecho, due to multiplemultiple reflections.reflections.



The Reflection of Sound

This Experiment shows that
Sound obey the law of reflection



The Reflection of Sound

This Experiment shows that
Sound obey the law of reflection

SourceSource

ReceiverReceiver
Such asSuch as
data-loggerdata-logger



Measuring the Speed of Sound
1) By means of a measuring tape,

observer A and B are positioned at a
known distance, s, apart in an open
field.

2) Observer A fires a starting pistol.

(A Direct Method)(A Direct Method)
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3) Observer B, on seeing the flash of the
starting pistol, starts the stopwatch
and then stops it when he hears the
sound.  The time interval, t, is then
recorded.

4) Speed of sound, v = s / t



Measuring the Speed of Sound

1. Measure a distance s at right
angles to a large wall.

2. Make a sharp clap and repeat at
intervals to coincide with the echo.
(That is the second clap coincide
with the echo of the first clap)

3. Starting at zero as the stopwatch is
started, count the number of claps
and stop the stopwatch at say 50
claps.

4. Repeat step 3 to find the average
time for 50 claps and hence
calculate the time interval, t,
between claps

The Echo Method

s

Speed = s / t



Worked Example 1

A man stands some distance away from a cliff.  He gives a shout
and hears his echo 4 s later.  How far away is he from the cliff?
(Take the speed of sound in air to be 330 m/s)

C
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Direction of sound

Direction of echo

s

Solution:
Let s be the distance of the boy from the cliff.
Speed = 2s / t 
330 x 4 = 2s

s = 660 m Why do we use 

Why do we use ““2s2s”” instead of s?
 instead of s?



Worked Example 2

Sonar waves are emitted from the bottom of a ship which is
determining the depth of the sea.  The echoes are received 0.8
seconds after emission.  Given that the speed of sound is 1200 m/s,
calculate the depth of the sea at this point.

d

Solution
Let d be the depth of the sea.

Speed = 2d / t
1200 x t = 2d

d = (1200 x 0.8) / 2
d = 480 m



Checkpoint 3

1. What is echo?

2. What is reverberation?

3. Show that sound obey the law of
reflection.

4. What are the methods of finding the
speed of sound in air?



Mind Map
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